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Duality of new sequence spaces
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Abstract. In this paper we consider the space
a complex number and is a given sequence and compute their
these results generalize those in [3] and [9].
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Notations and preliminary results

In this paper we shall use infinite linear systems. This one can be
written as
\sum_{m=1}^{\infty}a_{nm}x_{m}=b_{n}

n=1,2 ,

(1)

\ldots

(1) is equivalent to the matrix equation AX=B , where A=(a_{nm})_{n,m\geq 1}
and B=(b_{n})_{n\geq 1} are given sequences, X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1} is the unknown sequence. The following spaces have been defined, for instance, in [4], [6] and
[7]. Throughout this paper we shall denote by
a sequence such
that \tau_{n}>0 for every n\geq 1 and consider the Banach algebra
\tau=(\tau_{n})_{n\geq 1}

S_{\tau}= \{A=(a_{nm})_{n,m\geq 1}’\sup_{n\geq 1}(\sum_{m=1}^{\infty}|a_{nm}|\frac{\tau_{m}}{\tau_{n}})<\infty\}

(2)

.

normed by
(3)

||A||_{S_{\tau}}= \sup_{n\geq 1}(\sum_{m=1}^{\infty}|a_{nm}|\frac{\tau_{m}}{\tau_{n}})

admits a unit element I=(\delta_{nm})_{n,m}(\delta_{nm} being equal to 1 if n=m
and equal to 0 otherwise). We shall say that an infinite matrix A\in S_{\tau} is
invertible and admits an inverse A^{-1} in , if AA^{-1}=A^{-1}A=I . Denote
by s the set of all real sequences. We also define the Banach space
of
S_{\tau}

S_{\tau}

s_{\tau}
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one-row matrices by
s_{\tau}= \{X=(x_{n})_{n}\in s’\sup_{n\geq 1}(\frac{|x_{n}|}{\tau_{n}})<\infty\}

(4)

.

normed by:
. If
and
are
any sequences such that: 0<\tau_{n}\leq\rho_{n}\forall n , then
. A very useful
\tau_{n}=r^{n}
particular case is the one where
. r>0 . Then we denote by
and
the spaces
and
respectively. When r=1 , we obtain the space of
the bounded sequences
. If
\tau=(\tau_{n})_{n\geq 1}

||X||_{s_{\tau}}= \sup_{n\geq 1}(\frac{|x_{n}|}{\tau_{n}})

\rho=(\rho_{n})_{n\geq 1}

s_{\tau}\subset s_{\rho}

S_{r}

S_{\tau}

s_{r}

s_{\tau}

l^{\infty}=s_{1}

(5)

||I-A||_{S_{\tau}}<1

A is invertible in the space

S_{\tau}

.

being a unital algebra, we have the useful result: if we suppose that
(5) holds, then for every B\in s_{\tau} , the equation AX=B admits only one
solution in , given by: X= \sum_{k=0}^{\infty}(I-A)^{k}B .
We denote by ,
and c the sets of finite, convergent to zero and
convergent sequences. cs and are the sets of convergent, absolutely convergent series. We see that for every reals r and R , with
S_{\tau}

s_{\tau}

\omega

c_{0}

l_{1}

0<r<1<

R

s_{(1/n!)_{n}}\subset s_{(r^{n})_{n}}\subset l_{1}\subset cs\subset c_{0}\subset c\subset l^{\infty}\subset s_{(R^{n})_{n}}\subset s_{(n!)_{n}}\subset s

.

For any subset E of s , we put
AE=\{Y\in s/\exists X\in E Y=AX\}

.

(6)

If F is a subset of s , we shall denote
F(A)=F_{A}=\{X\in s/Y=AX\in F\} .

(7)

We can see that F(A)=A^{-1}F If A maps E into F. we write that
A\in(E, F)
e

2.

is the vector (1,
\alpha

-

and

\beta

., 1,

.).

-duals of the spaces

s_{\tau}

and

l_{\tau}

Let E and F be arbitrary subsets of s and let
sequence. We may write

a=(a_{n})_{n\geq 1}

a^{-1}*F=\{X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s/aX=(a_{n}x_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in F\}

be any
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and
M(E, F)=\cap a^{-1}a\in E*F

=\{X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s/\forall a\in E aX=(a_{n}x_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in F\}

In the case when

.

F=cs , we get the -dual of F defined by
\beta

E^{\beta}=M(E, cs)

=\{X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1}/\forall a=(a_{n})_{n}\in E

If F=l_{1} ,

F^{\alpha}

is convergent .

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}a_{n}x_{n}

is called the -dual of F and
\alpha

E^{\alpha}=M(E, l_{1})

=\{X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1}/\forall a=(a_{n})_{n}\in E

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|a_{n}x_{n}|<\infty\}

see [1], [8] and [9]. It is well-known that
and
have
. When E is perfect, i.e.
Kamptan and Gupta [2].
Recall [8] that for any subsets E and F of s

s^{\alpha}=s^{\beta}=\omega

(c_{0})^{\alpha}=(c_{0})^{\beta}=c^{\alpha}=c^{\beta}=(l^{\infty})^{\alpha}=(l^{\infty})^{\beta}=l_{1}

E=E^{\alpha\alpha}

(l^{\infty})^{\alpha\alpha}=l^{\infty}

E\subset F\Rightarrow F^{\sigma}\subset E^{\sigma}

when

,

,

\omega^{\alpha}=\omega^{\beta}=s

. Since
, then

l_{1}^{\alpha}=l^{\infty}

E^{\alpha}=E^{\beta}

when

(u^{-1}*E)^{\sigma}=( \frac{1}{u})^{-1}*E^{\sigma}

, we
, see

(8)

\sigma\in\{\alpha, \beta\}

Denote now, by U the set of all the sequences
u_{n}\neq 0 . Then for every u\in U we have

,

u=(u_{n})_{n\geq 1}

such that

(9)

\sigma\in\{\alpha, \beta\}

If we put
(10)

l_{\tau}= \{X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1}/\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|x_{n}|\tau_{n}<\infty\}

we deduce the following results.
Proposition 1

We have successively

s_{\tau}^{\alpha}=s_{\tau}^{\beta}=l_{\tau}

,

l_{\tau}^{\alpha}=l_{\tau}^{\beta}=s_{\mathcal{T}}

,

and

(s_{\tau})^{\alpha\alpha}=s_{\tau}

,

(l_{\tau})^{\alpha\alpha}=l_{\tau}

.
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Proof.

It is obvious that

s_{\tau}=\tau*s_{1}

and using (9) we get

s_{\tau}^{\alpha}=( \tau*s_{1})^{\alpha}=\frac{1}{\tau}*s_{1}^{\alpha}=\frac{1}{\tau}*l_{1}=l_{\tau}

Similarly, we obtain

l_{\tau}^{\alpha}=( \frac{1}{\tau}*l_{1})^{\alpha}=\tau*l^{\alpha}=\tau*s_{1}=s_{\tau}

and

(s_{\tau})^{\alpha\alpha}=l_{\tau}^{\alpha}=s_{\tau}

we deduce that
the proof.
3.

\alpha

s_{\tau}

.

and

l_{\tau}

(l_{\tau})^{\alpha\alpha}=s_{\tau}^{\alpha}=l_{\tau}

are reflexive and

. Since

,

s_{\tau}^{\alpha}=s_{\tau}^{\beta}

,

l_{\tau}^{\alpha}=l_{\tau}^{\beta}

. This completes
\square

-dual of the space

s_{\tau}(\Delta^{\mu})

In this section we shall give some properties of the spaces
and
. Then we shall deal with the -dual of the space
, for
a given sequence
and consider the cases when
one of the following
sequences (1/n!)_{n} ,
, (1/n)_{n} , e ,
, (R^{n})_{n} , or (n!)_{n} , when
1<R and p is a given integer upper than 1.
s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu})

s_{r}((\triangle^{+})^{\mu})

s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu})

\alpha

\tau

\tau

(r^{n})_{n}

0<r<

(n^{p})_{n}

3.1.

Some properties of the spaces
and
The well-known operator
s , where
: s
is an integer \geq 1 ,
is represented by the infinite lower triangular matrix
, where
s_{r}((\triangle+)^{\mu})

s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu})

\triangle(\mu)

–

\mu

\triangle^{\mu}

\triangle=

(\begin{array}{lll}1 O-1 1 O \end{array})

We have for every

X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1}

,

\triangle X=(y_{n})_{n\geq 1}

,

with y_{1}=x_{1} and y_{n}=x_{n}-x_{n-1} if n\geq 2 .
In order to study the operator
, \mu\in C , (see [10]) we need to recall
some results given in [7]. We can associate to any power series f(z)=
defined in the open disk |z|<R the upper triangular infinite
matrix
\triangle^{\mu}

\sum_{k=0}^{\infty}a_{k}z^{k}

A=\varphi(f)\in\cup S_{r}0<r<R

defined by

\varphi(f)=(\begin{array}{lll}a_{0} a_{1} a_{2} a_{0} a_{1}O a_{0}\end{array})

of new
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\varphi[f(z)]
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instead of

\varphi(f)

. Recall the following

Lemma 2 ([7]) i) The map : farrow A is an isomorphism from the algebra of the power series defined in |z|<R , into the algebra of the corresponding matrices .
ii) Let f(z)= \sum_{k=0}^{\infty}a_{k}z^{k} , with a_{0}\neq 0 , and assume that
admits R’>0 as radius of convergence. We then have
\varphi

\overline{A}

\frac{1}{f(z)}=

\sum_{k=0}^{\infty}a_{k}’z^{k}

\varphi(\frac{1}{f})=[\varphi(f)]^{-1}\in\cup S_{r}0<r<R’

If we put
associated to the series

\triangle^{+}=^{t}\triangle

.

, we see that the operator defined by

(1-z)^{\mu}=1+ \sum_{k=1}^{\infty}\frac{-\mu(-\mu+1)\cdot(-\mu+k-1)}{k!}z^{k}

.

(\triangle^{+})^{\mu}

is

for |z|<1 ,
(11)

when \mu\in C-N . The previous identity being true for all z , when
If we denote
\frac{-\mu(-\mu+1)(-\mu+k-1)}{k!}

if

k>0 ,

1

if

k=0 ,

(\begin{array}{ll}-\mu+k -1k \end{array})=\{

we have for any

\mu\in C

( \triangle^{+})^{\mu}=\varphi[(1-z)^{\mu}]=\varphi[\sum_{k=0}^{\infty}

We deduce that

\mu\in N .

\triangle^{\mu}=(\chi_{nm})_{n,m}

\chi_{nm}=\{

(\begin{array}{ll}-\mu+k -1k \end{array})

z^{k}]

for |z|<1 .

, with

(\begin{array}{ll}-\mu+n-m -1n-m \end{array})0

’

(12)

ififm>nm\leq n.

We shall use these results in order to explicite the inverse of an infinite
matrix belonging to .
We can express the following results given in [6]
\overline{A}

Proposition 3
itself for every

i) The operator represented by
is bijective from
into
and
is bijective from
into itself for every
\triangle

s_{r}

r>1

\triangle^{+}

s_{r}
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0<r<1 .

into itself, for all r>1 .
is surjective and not injective from
iii)\forall r\neq 1 and
for every integer \mu\geq 1(\triangle^{+})^{\mu}s_{r}=s_{r} .
iv) We have successively
maps
into itself when
If is a real>0 and \mu\not\in N , then
r\geq 1 but not
for 0<r<1 .
maps
but not for
into itself when
If -1<\mu<0 , then
r=1 .
maps
into itself when 0<
If \mu>0 and \mu\not\in N , then
r\leq 1 but not
if r>1 .
maps
into itself for
but not
If -1<\mu<0 , then
for r=1 .
v) For a given integer \mu\geq 1 , we have successively
ii)

\triangle^{+}

s_{r}

\alpha)

\triangle^{\mu}

s_{r}

\mu

r>1

\triangle^{\mu}

s_{r}

(\triangle^{+})^{\mu}

\beta)

(\triangle^{+})^{\mu}

s_{r}

0<r<1

s_{r}

\{\begin{array}{l}\forall r>1..A\in(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}),s_{r})\Leftrightarrow\sup_{n\geq 1}(\sum_{]m=}^{\infty}|a_{nm}|r^{m-n})<\infty,\forall r\in]0,1[\cdot.A\in(s_{r}((\triangle^{+})^{\mu}),s_{r})\Leftrightarrow\sup_{n\geq 1}(\sum_{m=1}^{\infty}|a_{nm}|r^{m-n})<\infty.\end{array}

vi) For every integer

\mu\geq 1

s_{1}\subset s_{1}(\triangle^{\mu})\subset s_{(n^{\mu})_{n\geq 1}}\subset\cap S_{r}r>1^{\cdot}

-dual of the space
In order to express the dual of
need to define for given \mu\in C and

3.2.

s_{\tau}(\Delta^{\mu})

\alpha

\phi_{\tau}(n)=\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}

s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu})

by the means of the space
, the map

l_{\tau}

, we

\tau=(\tau_{n})_{n\geq 1}

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

\tau_{n-k}

for all

n=1,2 , . .

Proposition 4 i) Let \mu>0 . Assume that there exist a sequence
, K_{2}>0 for which
with \xi_{n}>0\forall n and

(13)
\xi=

K_{1}

(\xi_{n})_{n\geq 1}

K_{1}\xi_{n}\leq|\phi_{\tau}(n)|\leq K_{2}\xi_{n}

Then
(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{\xi}

.

for

all n .

(14)

Duality

ii) Let

iii)

\mu\in C^{*}-

If

Assume that
.

of new sequence

r>r_{\mu}= \frac{2^{\frac{1}{|\mu|}}}{2^{\frac{1}{|\mu|}}-1}

\mu

is an integer

, then

\geq 1
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and

(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{r}

r\in

.

]0, 1 [. then

(s_{r}((\triangle^{+})^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{r}

Proof, i) Let
we deduce that for evey
such that

From (12), in which is replaced by
, there exists

X\in(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}

\mu

a=(a_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu})

-\mu ,

\gamma=(\gamma_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in

s_{\tau}

a_{n}= \sum_{k=0}^{n-1}

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

\gamma n-k

.

(15)

Then
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}

Taking

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

\gamma n-k||x_{n}|<\infty

.

(16)

and using (14), we get |\phi_{\tau}(n)x_{n}|\geq K_{1}\xi_{n}|x_{n}| . Then
and X\in l_{\xi} .
Conversely, let X\in l_{\xi} . Notice that \mu>0 implies that
.
From (14), we see that for all
there exist
and K_{3}>0
such that
\gamma=\tau\in s_{\tau}

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\xi_{n}|x_{n}|<\infty

\phi_{\mathcal{T}}(n)>0\forall n

K_{2}

\gamma=(\gamma_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s_{\tau}

|a_{n}x_{n}|=| \sum_{k=0}^{n-1}

Then

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|a_{n}x_{n}|<\infty

ii)

and

\gamma n-k||x_{n}|\leq K_{2}\phi_{\tau}(n)|x_{n}|\leq K_{3}K_{2}\xi_{n}|x_{n}|1

X\in(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}

From (12) we deduce
||I- \triangle^{\mu}||_{S_{r}}=\sup_{n\geq 2}(\sum_{m=1}^{n-1}\frac{|\mu(\mu-1)(\mu-n+m+1)|}{(n-m)!}\frac{1}{r^{n-m}})

= \sum_{k=1}^{\infty}\frac{|\mu(\mu-1)\cdots(\mu-k+1)|}{k!}\frac{1}{r^{k}}

\leq\sum_{k=1}^{\infty}\frac{|\mu|(|\mu|+1)\cdot(|\mu|+k-1)}{k!}\frac{1}{r^{k}}

Then

||I- \triangle^{\mu}||_{S_{r}}=(1-\frac{1}{r})^{-|\mu|}-1<1

iff In

.

(1- \frac{1}{r})>-\frac{1n2}{|\mu|}

, which is
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is bijective from

\triangle^{\mu}

s_{r}

into

s_{r}(\triangle^{+\mu})=s_{r}

s_{r}

\triangle^{+\mu}

(s_{r}(\triangle^{+\mu}))^{\alpha}=s_{r}^{\alpha}=l_{r}

Note that if \mu\in C in i) of Proposition 4, then

Remark 1

, and

.

Assertion iii ). From i) in Proposition 3 we deduce that
and
from into . Then
s_{r}

s_{r}

is bijective

.

\square

(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}\subset l_{\xi}

.

When \mu=1 , we deduce the following
Corollary 5

i)

If there

are

K_{1}

K_{1} \xi_{n}\leq\sum_{k=1}^{n}\tau_{k}\leq K_{2}\xi_{n}

and

such that

K_{2}>0

,

then
(s_{\tau}(\triangle))^{\alpha}=l_{\xi}

ii)

.

If there is a sequence

\chi=(\chi_{n})_{n}

such that

\sum_{k=1}^{n}\tau_{k}\sim\chi_{n}

as

narrow\infty

,

then
(s_{\tau}(\triangle))^{\alpha}=l_{\chi}

iii)

If

.

\sum_{k=1}^{\infty}\tau_{k}<\infty

, then

(s_{\tau}(\triangle))^{\alpha}=l_{1}

.

Proof, i) We see easily if \mu=1\phi_{\tau}(n)=\sum_{k=1}^{n}\tau_{k} and we obtain the result
, K_{2}>0 such
, there exist
applying Proposition 4. ii ) If
and we deduce the result applying again i) in
that
there exists a constant L>0 such that
Proposition 4. iii ) If
as narrow\infty and we conclude using ii ).
K_{1}

\sum_{k=1}^{n}\tau_{k}\sim\chi_{n}

K_{1}\chi_{n}\leq\phi_{\tau}(n)\leq K_{2}\chi_{n}

\sum_{k=1}^{\infty}\tau_{k}<\infty

\square

\sum_{k=1}^{n}\tau_{k}\sim L

Now we shall write
M^{\alpha}( \mu)=l_{(n^{\mu})_{n}}=\{X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1}/\sum_{n}|x_{n}|n^{\mu}<\infty\}

If \tau=(r^{n})_{n\geq 1} we shall put
lemmas in which is any integer

\phi_{\tau}=\phi_{r}

\mu

Lemma 6

Let

r\in

\geq 1

(17)

. In the following, we require some

.

]0, 1 [. There exist

K_{1}

and

K_{2}>0

such that

for every

Duality
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K_{1} \frac{n^{\mu-1}}{r^{n}}\leq\phi_{r}(n)r^{-n}=\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}
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(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

\frac{1}{r^{k}}\leq K_{2}\frac{n^{\mu-1}}{r^{n}}

.

It can be easily seen that the lemma is true when \mu=1 . If \mu>1 ,
we see that for k=0,1 , ., n-1 :

Proof.

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})=\frac{(k+1)(k+2)(k+\mu-1)}{(\mu-1)!}\leq\frac{(k+\mu-1)^{\mu-1}}{(\mu-1)!}

.

And from the equalities
\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}\frac{1}{r^{k}}=O(\frac{1}{r^{n}})

and

(n+ \mu-2)^{\mu-1}=n^{\mu-1}(1+\frac{\mu-2}{n})^{\mu-1}

we deduce that
\frac{1}{r^{n}}\frac{n(n+1)\cdot\cdot(n+\mu-2)}{(\mu-1)!}

\leq\phi_{r}(n)r^{-n}\leq\frac{(n+\mu-2)^{\mu-1}}{(\mu-1)!}\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}\frac{1}{r^{k}}=O(\frac{n^{\mu-1}}{r^{n}})

We conclude using the inequality

n(n+1)\cdots(n+\mu-2)\geq n^{\mu-1} .

Lemma 7 Let p be any integer. There exist
every n\geq 1
K_{1}n^{\mu+p} \leq\phi_{(n^{p})_{n}}(n)=\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}

K_{1}

and

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

K_{2}>0

\square

such that for

(n-k)^{p}\leq K_{2}n^{\mu+p}

.

(18)

Proof.

Let N=E(n/2) . Then

\phi_{(n^{p})_{n}}(n)\geq\sum_{k=0}^{N}

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

(n-k)^{p} \geq(n-N)^{p}\sum_{k=0}^{N}

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

and using the identity
\sum_{k=0}^{N}

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})=(\begin{array}{l}\mu+NN\end{array})

= \frac{(N+1)\cdots(N+\mu)}{\mu!}

,
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we get
\phi_{(n^{p})_{n}}(n)\geq(\frac{n}{2})^{p}\frac{(N+1)\cdot(N+\mu)}{\mu!}\geq\frac{1}{\mu!}(\frac{n}{2})^{p+\mu}

We deduce that there exists
other hand,

such that

K_{1}>0

\phi_{(n^{p})_{n}}(n)\geq K_{1}n^{p+\mu}

. On the

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})=\frac{n(n+1)\cdot(n+\mu-1)}{\mu!}

\frac{\phi_{(n^{p})_{n}}(n)}{\eta P}\leq\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}

\leq\frac{(n+\mu-1)^{\mu}}{\mu!}\leq K_{2}n^{\mu}-

and the proof of the lemma is thus completed.
Lemma 8

There exist

K_{1}n^{\mu-1}

K_{1}

and

Proof.

such that

K_{2}>0

ln n \leq\phi_{(1/n)_{n}}(n)=\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}
\leq K_{2}n^{\mu-1}\ln n

\square

for every

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

\frac{1}{n-k}

(19)

.

First, we have
\phi_{(1/n)_{n}}(n)=\sum_{s=1}^{n}\frac{(n-s+1)(n-s+\mu-1)}{(\mu-1)!}\frac{1}{s}

Since

n\geq 2

(n-s)^{\mu-1}\leq n^{\mu-1}

for

s=1,2 ,

\ldots

,

.

n-1 , we deduce putting

\phi_{n}’=(\mu-1)!\phi_{(1/n)_{n}}(n)

that
E(n/2)
0<( \frac{n}{2})^{\mu-1}

\frac{1}{s}\leq\sum_{s=1}^{n}\frac{(n-s)^{\mu-1}}{s}\leq\phi_{n}’
\sum_{s=1}

(20)

\leq\sum_{s=1}^{n}\frac{(n-s)^{\mu-1}}{s}\leq n^{\mu-1}\sum_{s=1}^{n}\frac{1}{s}

We conclude using the well-known property

\sum_{s=1}^{n}\frac{1}{s}\sim\ln n

as

narrow\infty

.
\square

We obtain the following results in which

\mu

is any given integer

\geq 1

.
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Corollary 9 We have successively
i) If there exist , r_{2}\in ]0, 1 [,

and

C_{1}

r_{1}

C_{1}r_{1}^{n}\leq\tau_{n}\leq C_{2}r_{2}^{n}
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C_{2}>0

such that

,

then
(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=M^{\alpha}(\mu-1)

ii) For

a given integer

p\geq 1 ,

(s_{(n^{p})_{n}}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=M^{\alpha}(\mu+p)

.

iii)

1[ .
(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=\{M^{\alpha}(\mu)M^{\alpha}(\mu-1)l_{r}

ifififr>1r=1r\in]0.

”

iv)
(s_{(1/n)_{n}}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{(n^{\mu-1}\ln n)_{n}}

= \{X=(x_{n})_{n}/\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|x_{n}|n^{\mu-1}

Proof,
which

i)

From Lemma 6 we deduce that there exist

C_{1}’n^{\mu-1} \leq\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -1k \end{array})

r_{1}^{n-k}\leq\phi_{\tau}(n)

\leq\sum_{k=0}^{n-1}

(\begin{array}{ll}\mu+k -lk \end{array})

r_{2}^{n-k}\leq C_{2}’n^{\mu-1}

ln n<\infty\}
C_{1}’

and

C_{2}’>0

for

We conclude applying Proposition 4. ii ) can be deduced from Lemma 5 and
Proposition 4.
Assertion iii ). If r\in ]0, 1 [, we only have to apply i) in which \tau=
,
and r_{1}=r_{2}=r . If r=1 we see that there exist
and
K_{3}>0 such that
K_{1}

(r^{n})_{n\geq 1}

K_{1}n^{\mu}\leq\phi_{e}(n)=(\begin{array}{l}\mu+n-1n-1\end{array})

K_{2}

\leq K_{2}n^{\mu}(1+\frac{n-1}{\mu})^{\mu}\leq K_{3}n^{\mu}
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r>1

From Proposition 4 we get
. When
we deduce
from i) in Proposition 3 that
is bijective from
into itself. Then
and
. iv ) can be deduced from Lemma 8.
(s_{1}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=M^{\alpha}(\mu)

\triangle^{\mu}

s_{r}

s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu})=s_{r}

(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{r}

\square

We can verify iii) in which \mu=1 , using Corollary 5. Indeed,
if 0<r<1;s_{n}\sim n if r =1 and
if r >1 .

Remark 2

s_{n}\sim r^{n}

s_{n}= \sum_{k=0}^{n}\tau_{k}\sim\frac{r}{1-r}

In the following we shall consider the sequence
0 for all n .
Proposition 10
(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}

and

i)

lim inf

(s_{\tau}(\triangle))^{\alpha}=l_{1}narrow\infty

( \frac{\tau_{n-1}}{\tau_{n}})

\rho=(\rho_{n})_{n\geq 1}

> 1 implies that

, with

\rho_{n}>

M^{\alpha}(\mu-1)

\subset

.

ii)

If

\lim_{narrow}\sup_{\infty}(\frac{\tau_{n-1}}{\tau_{n}})<1

iii)

If

\lim_{narrow}\sup_{\infty}(\frac{\tau_{n-1}}{\tau_{n}})<1<\lim_{narrow}\inf_{\infty}(\frac{\rho n-1}{\rho_{n}})

, then

(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{\tau}

and

(s_{1/\tau}(\triangle))^{\alpha}=l_{1}

.

, then

l_{\tau}=(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}\subset(s_{1}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}\subset(s_{\rho}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}

Proof,

i)

\lim_{narrow}\inf_{\infty}(\frac{\tau_{n-1}}{\tau_{n}})>1

is equivalent to

\sup_{p\geq 1}[\inf_{n\geq p}(\frac{\tau_{n-1}}{\tau_{n}})]=L>1

Then for a given
for which

\epsilon>0

such that

.

v_{n_{0}}= \inf_{n\geq n_{0}}(\frac{\tau_{n-1}}{\tau_{n}})>L-\epsilon>1

for all

\frac{\tau_{n-1}}{\tau_{n}}\geq v_{n_{0}}>L-\epsilon

there exists an integer
. Therefore

L-\epsilon>1 ,

n\geq n_{0}

n_{0}\geq 1

.

We conclude that there exists K>0 such that
for all n\geq 1 .
From the proof of i) in Corollary 9 we obtain
Since
, we deduce from iii ) in Corollary 5 that
.
Assertion ii ). Denote for any integer lJ \geq 1 by
the infinite matrix
\tau_{n}\leq K\frac{1}{(L-\in)^{n}}

M^{\alpha}(\mu-1)\subset(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}

(s_{\tau}(\triangle))^{\alpha}=l_{1}

\sum_{n\geq 1}\tau_{n}<\infty

\Sigma^{(\iota/)}

(\begin{array}{lll}[\triangle(\nu)]^{-1} OO 1 \end{array})

,

where
is the finite matrix whose elements are those of the lJ first rows
and of the first columns of . We get
, with a_{nn}=1
for all n , a_{nn-1}=-1 for all n\geq\nu+1 , and a_{nm}=0 otherwise. We see
\triangle(\iota/)

\nu

\triangle

\Sigma^{(\iota/)}\triangle=(a_{nm})_{n,m\geq 1}
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. there exists an integer lJ \geq 1 , such that
that if
.
We see that
for all B\in s_{\tau} . Then equation \triangle X=B being
equivalent to
admits only one solution in
for all B\in
. This proves that
is bijective from
into itself, hence
and
.
Finally, from iii ) in Corollary 5 we see that if the series
is convergent then
.
\alpha\in\Gamma

||I-\Sigma^{(\iota/)}\triangle||_{s_{\tau}}<1

\Sigma^{(\nu)}B\in s_{\tau}

(\Sigma^{(\iota/)}\triangle)X=\Sigma^{(\iota/)}B

s_{\tau}

\triangle

s_{\tau}

s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu})=s_{\tau}

s_{\tau}

(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{\tau}

\sum_{n}\frac{1}{\tau_{n}}

(s_{1/\tau}(\triangle))^{\alpha}=l_{1}

iii) As we have seen above, there exists

Thus

]0, 1 [ such that
and
together imply that
for all \mu\geq 1 . Further, from the inequality lim sup

s_{\rho}(\triangle)\subset s_{1}(\triangle)

s_{1}(\triangle^{\mu})

\eta\in

s_{\rho}\subset s_{\eta}\subset s_{1}

\rho_{n}\leq K\eta n

s_{\rho}(\triangle^{\mu})\subset

( \frac{\tau_{n-1}}{\tau_{n}})<1

deduce that there exists \chi>1 such that
which proves that
the proof of iii ).
s_{1}(\triangle^{\mu})\subset s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu})

.

we

and
This achieves

\tau_{n}\geq Kx^{n},hencenarrow\infty s_{1}\subset s_{\tau}

(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}\subset(s_{1}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}

\square

We are lead to the next results in which we write
short.

\tau_{\mu}^{\alpha}=(s_{\tau}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}

Corollary 11 Assume that r and R are reals such that
For given integers and p\geq 1 , we have

for

0<r<1<R .

\mu

(R^{n})_{\mu}^{\alpha}=l_{R}\subset(n^{p})_{\mu}^{\alpha}=M^{\alpha}(\mu+p)\subset(c_{0}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=(c(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=e_{\mu}^{\alpha}

=M^{\alpha}(\mu)\subset(1/n)_{\mu}^{\alpha}=l_{(n^{\mu-1}\ln n)_{n}}\subset(r^{n})_{\mu}^{\alpha}=M^{\alpha}(\mu-1)

Remark 3
1 and

We also have

(s_{(n!)_{n}}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{(n!)_{n}}\subset(s_{R}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}

(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}\subset(s_{(1/n!)_{n}}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\alpha}=l_{1}

4.

\beta

-dual of the space

for all r

\in

for all R >

]0, 1 [

s_{r}(\Delta^{\mu})

In this section we only consider real sequences and study the -dual of
and
. We are lead to deal with the three cases: r<1 , r=1
. When r=1 , the -dual of
and
for a given integer has
been given in [9].
We shall use the following lemma due to Kizmaz [3].
\beta

s_{r}(\triangle)

s_{r}(\triangle^{2})

r>1

\beta

s_{1}(\triangle^{\mu})

\mu

Lemma 12 If
is a strictly increasing sequence of reals tending to infinity, such that the series
is convergent, then
(p_{n})_{n}

\sum_{n}p_{n}a_{n}

\lim_{narrow\infty}(p_{n}\sum_{j=n}^{\infty}a_{j})=

0.

Recall now the Abel’ summation by parts. Let

a=(a_{n})_{n}\in s

and X=
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R_{k}= \sum_{n=k}^{\infty}x_{n}

, and

\triangle a=(\triangle a_{n})_{n\geq 1}

for any

\sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}R_{n}\triangle a_{n}-a_{N}R_{N+1}

We need to define for any sequence
R_{n}^{(1)}=R_{n}= \sum_{m=n}^{\infty}x_{m}

,

then

N\geq 1 .

(21)

X=(x_{n})_{n\geq 1}

and

for all

R_{n}^{(k)}= \sum_{m=n}^{\infty}R_{m}^{(k-1)}

k\geq 1

,

provided the series converge (see [8]). For the convenience of the reader,
note that
.
For a given integer \mu\geq 1 , we shall put
R_{n}^{(2)}= \sum_{m=n}^{\infty}R_{m}^{(1)}=\sum_{m=n}^{\infty}\sum_{i=m}^{\infty}x_{i}

M^{\beta}( \mu)=\{X=(x_{n})_{n}/\sum_{n}n^{\mu}x_{n}

is convergent
and

and for

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|R_{n}^{(\mu)}|<\infty\}

,

r>0
is convergent

M_{r}^{\beta}( \mu)=\{X=(x_{n})_{n}/\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{\mu-1}x_{n}

and

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|R_{n}^{(\mu)}|r^{n}<\infty\}

It has been proved in [9] that for any integer
we shall give here an independant proof in the case when \mu=1 .

\mu\geq 1(s_{1}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\beta}=M^{\beta}(\mu)

Theorem 13

i) When

\mu\in\{1,2\} ,
M_{r}^{\beta}(\mu)

(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\beta}=\{

M^{\beta}(\mu)

Let

be any integer \geq 1 .
ii) If r>1 then
iii) If 0<r<1 then

.

,

we have

if 0<r<1 ,
if r=1 .

\mu

(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\beta}=l_{r}

.

(s_{r}((\triangle^{+})^{\mu}))^{\beta}=l_{r}

.

Proof. Assertion i ).

First, consider the case \mu=1 . Let r\in ] 0, 1 [ and take
X\in M_{r}^{\beta}(1)
. For every a=(a_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s_{r}(\triangle) there exists
\gamma=(\gamma_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s_{r}

Duality

such that

a_{n}= \sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k}

of new

. Let N be an integer

\sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}R_{n}\gamma_{n}-a_{N}R_{N+1}

Since

\gamma\in s_{r}

there exists
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\geq 1

, using (21) we get

.

(22)

M>0 such that

| \sum_{n=1}^{N}R_{n}\gamma_{n}|\leq\sum_{n=1}^{N}|R_{n}\gamma_{n}|\leq M(\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|R_{n}|r^{n})

Then
obvious that

. On the other hand, since
is defined
and
Then, from the inequality
R_{n}

(R_{n}\gamma_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in cs

X\in cs

\forall n

, it is

(R_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in c_{0}.\cdot

for all

| \sum_{n=1}^{N}\gamma_{n}|\leq C=\frac{Mr}{1-r}

N\geq 1

we obtain |a_{N}R_{N+1}|\leq C|R_{N+1}| . Hence a_{N}R_{N+1}arrow 0 as N
, and
(a_{n}x_{n})\in
cs
using (22) we conclude that
. This proves
and
the inclusion
Conversely, let
Then for all
, we have a_{n}=
–

\infty

X\in(s_{r}(\triangle))^{\beta}

M_{r}^{\beta}(1)\subset(s_{r}(\triangle))^{\beta}

X\in(s_{r}(\triangle))^{\beta}

\sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k}

\gamma\in s_{r}

and
\sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}R_{n}\gamma_{n}-a_{N}R_{N+1}

tends to a limit as

Narrow\infty

.

(23)

If we take
r^{n}

\gamma_{n}=\{

-r^{n}

if
if

R_{n}\geq 0

,

R_{n}<0 ,

we obtain \sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}|R_{n}|r^{n}-a_{N}R_{N+1} . Since the series
is convergent and
, we deduce that a_{N}R_{N+1} –0 as N
.
We conclude that \sum_{n=1}^{N}|R_{n}|r^{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}+a_{N}R_{N+1} tends to a limit
as Narrow\infty . This proves that
when 0<r<1 .
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}x_{n}

(a_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in l^{\infty}

–

(s_{r}(\triangle))^{\beta}=M_{r}^{\beta}(1)

Now let us show that
a=(a_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s_{1}(\triangle) there exists

(s_{1}(\triangle))^{\beta}=M^{\beta}(1)

. Let

\gamma=(\gamma_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s_{1}

\infty

\square

X\in M^{\beta}(1)

such that

. For every

a_{n}= \sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k}

.
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From the identity (23) we deduce that for a real

M>0

| \sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}|\leq M(\sum_{n=1}^{N}|R_{n}|+|NR_{N+1}|)

Since the series

\sum_{n}nx_{n}

is convergent, we deduce from Lemma 12 that

as

NR_{N+1}arrow 0

N-\infty ,

which proves that
is convergent and
Conversely, let
For every
, (22) is satisfied. Taking here

X\in(s_{1}(\triangle))^{\beta}

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}a_{n}x_{n}

X\in(s_{1}(\triangle))^{\beta}

a=( \sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k})_{n}\in s_{1}(\triangle)

with

\gamma\in s_{1}

\gamma_{n}=\{

1
-1

if
if

R_{n}\geq 0

,

R_{n}<0 ,

we deduce that \sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}|R_{n}|-a_{N}R_{N+1} tends to a limit as
. If we choose
N
for all k , we see that \sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}nx_{n}
tends to a limit. From Lemma 12, we deduce that a_{N}R_{N+1}arrow 0 and
\gamma_{k}=1

\infty

–

\sum_{n=1}^{N}|R_{n}|=\sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}+a_{N}R_{N+1}

is convergent. This proves that
Consider now the case \mu=2 . Assume that

(s_{1}(\triangle))^{\beta}=M^{\beta}(1)

X\in M_{r}^{\beta}(2)

For every
Then

a\in s_{r}(\triangle^{2})

.

0<r<1 , and let

.

there exists
and

\gamma\in s_{r}

such that

a_{n}= \sum_{k=0}^{n-1}(k+1)\gamma n-k

.

\triangle a=(\sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k})_{n\geq 1}

\sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}R_{n}(\sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k})-a_{N}R_{N+1}

Since

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|R_{n}^{(2)}|r^{n}<\infty

.

(24)

, we deduce from the identity

(s_{r}(\triangle))^{\beta}=M_{r}^{\beta}(1)

that
because

(R_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in(s_{r}(\triangle))^{\beta}

Then the series
is convergent
. On the other hand there exist K

\triangle a=(\sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k})_{n\geq 1}\in s_{r}(\triangle)

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}R_{n}(\sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k})

of new
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and K’ such that
|a_{n}|=| \sum_{k=0}^{n-1}(k+1)\gamma n-k|\leq K(\sum_{k=1}^{n}(k+1)r^{n-k})\leq K’n

for all n .
(25)

The series
that NR_{N+1} and
vergent for all

being convergent, we deduce from Lemma 12 and (25)
a_{N}R_{N+1} tend to 0. Hence the series
is conand we have proved that
. then for every

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}nx_{n}

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}a_{n}x_{n}

a\in s_{r}(\triangle^{2})

Conversely, let

M_{r}^{\beta}(2)\subset(s_{r}(\triangle^{2}))^{\beta}

X\in(s_{r}(\triangle^{2}))^{\beta}

\gamma=(\gamma_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in s_{r}

\sum_{n=1}^{N}a_{n}x_{n}=\sum_{n=1}^{N}R_{n}(\sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k})-a_{N}R_{N+1}

is convergent as N

–

\infty

.

If we take \gamma_{1}=1 and \gamma_{n}=0 for all n\geq 2 , we see that
and
since a_{n}=n , we deduce that the series
is convergent. Further,
using Lemma 12 and (25) we obtain a_{N}R_{N+1}arrow 0 as Narrow\infty . Then
is convergent for all
. Hence
\gamma\in s_{r}

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}nx_{n}

\sum_{n=1}^{N}R_{n}(\sum_{k=1}^{n}\gamma_{k})

and

(R_{n})_{n\geq 1}\in(s_{r}(\triangle))^{\beta}

\gamma\in s_{r}

\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|\sum_{j=n}^{\infty}R_{j}|r^{n}<\infty

. We conclude that

(s_{r}(\triangle^{2}))^{\beta}=M_{r}^{\beta}(2)

.

The identity
has been proved in [9].
ii) When r>1 , from i) in Proposition 3,
is a bijection from
into
itself and it is the same for
, then
. Similarly, iii )
comes from i) in Proposition 3.
(s_{1}(\triangle^{2}))^{\beta}=M^{\beta}(2)

\triangle

s_{r}

\triangle^{\mu}

(s_{r}(\triangle^{\mu}))^{\beta}=s_{r}^{\beta}=l_{r}
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